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Instructions : (1) Answer any three questions from Section – I. 

   (2) All questions of Section – I carry equal marks. 

   (3) Answer any eight questions from Section – II. 
 

SECTION – I 
 

1. Write classification of yarn and also explain the methods of making yarn. 14 

2. Explain the characteristics of Textile Fibres in detail. 14 

3. Describe spinning methods and write in brief about mechanical spinning. 14 

4. Give information about consumer’s problems related to Clothing and Textile. Explain 

remedies for same.  14 

5. Write about the types of looms & it’s parts. 14 

6. Explain stages of Dyeing and discuss Batik in detail. 14 

7. Explain the importance & types of machine printing. 14 

8. Write in brief about what is drapping. 14 

 

SECTION – II 

 Write in One Sentence : (Any Eight)   8 

1. Write about the classification of weaving. 

2. How many parts of natural fibres ? 

3. Which plant leaves are used to made fibres ? 
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4. Write about the use of coconut fibres. 

5. In which printing is the copper roller used ? 

6. What is the act of ironing buck cloth called ? 

7. What are the types of Ranjak and Varnak ? 

8. Which fibres are made from Celluose ? 

9. Which fibres are warp on warp beam ? 

10. Which weave looks like Mat weave ? 

11. Which types of clothes made by Non-woven clothes ? 

12. What is needed for draping ? 

13. Which types of Hemp fibres ? 

14. Write four name of decorative weave. 

15. What type of printing is block printing ? 

16. Who needs a commercial paper pattern ? 

__________ 


